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Due to their stability towards reductive dissolution, Fe-bearing clay minerals are3
viewed as a renewable source of Fe redox activity in diverse environments. Recent4
findings of interfacial electron transfer between aqueous Fe(II) and structural Fe in clay5
minerals and electron conduction in octahedral sheets of nontronite, however, raise the6
question whether Fe interaction with clay minerals is more dynamic than previously7
thought. Here, we use an enriched isotope tracer approach to simultaneously and8
independently trace Fe atom movement from the aqueous phase to the solid (57Fe) and9
from the solid into the aqueous phase (56Fe). Over 6 months, we observed a significant10
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decrease in aqueous 57Fe isotope fraction, with a fast initial decrease which slowed11
after 3 days and stabilized after about 50 days. For the aqueous 56Fe isotope fraction,12
we observed a similar but opposite trend, indicating that Fe atom movement had13
occurred in both directions: from the aqueous phase into the solid and from the solid14
into aqueous phase. We calculated that 5–20% of structural Fe in clay minerals NAu–1,15
NAu–2, and SWa–1 exchanged with aqueous Fe(II), which significantly exceeds the Fe16
atom layer exposed directly to solution. Calculations based on electron-hopping rates17
in nontronite suggest that the bulk conduction mechanism previously demonstrated18
for hematite1 and suggested as an explanation for the significant Fe atom exchange19
observed in goethite2 may be a plausible mechanism for Fe atom exchange in Fe-bearing20
clay minerals. Our finding of 5–20% Fe atom exchange in clay minerals indicates that21
we need to rethink how Fe mobility affects the macroscopic properties of Fe-bearing22
phyllosilicates and its role in Fe biogeochemical cycling, as well as its use in a variety23
of engineered applications, such as landfill liners and nuclear repositories.24
Introduction25
In the earth’s crust, Fe is the fourth most abundant element and reactive forms are commonly26
found in a variety of environments, such as atmospheric dust,3,4 marine and fresh water27
bodies,5,6 and minerals and colloids in soil and subsurface environments.7 In these diverse28
environments, reactions of the Fe(II)/Fe(III) redox couple are an important driver for the29
cycling of many other elements, including carbon,5,8,9 phosphorous,10 and nitrogen.11 In30
subsurface environments, Fe redox reactions often occur at mineral interfaces, including Fe31
(oxyhydr)oxides, sulfides, and Fe-bearing clay minerals. Although clay minerals contain a32
significant portion of Fe in soils,12,13 they have mostly been regarded as sorbent phases for33
cations14–18 and their Fe redox reactions have received less attention than reactions involving34
Fe (oxyhydr)oxides.35
In the last decade, new pathways have been discovered for Fe cycling in Fe(oxyhydr)oxides36
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which have led to a more dynamic picture of the Fe oxide-water interface (for recent re-37
views see:19,20). Important processes at the Fe(II)-Fe oxide interface are (i) interfacial elec-38
tron transfer between aqueous Fe(II) and mineral Fe(III),21–23 (ii) bulk electron conduction39
within the Fe oxide mineral,1,24 and (iii) Fe atom exchange between aqueous and mineral40
phase.2,25,26 The first step thought to lead to extensive Fe atom cycling between aqueous41
and solid phase Fe is Fe(II) sorption to the mineral surface and subsequent electron trans-42
fer to the Fe (oxyhydr)oxides.2,25,26 We recently showed that Fe(II) sorption to Fe-bearing43
clay minerals is also followed by electron transfer to structural Fe(III) in the clay mineral,44
resulting in the formation of Fe(II)-containing clay mineral and a solid Fe oxidation prod-45
uct.27,28 Combined with the finding that electron conduction through the bulk of Fe-rich46
clay minerals is theoretically feasible at room temperature,29 along with theoretical support47
for Fe(II) adsorption and electron transfer into structural Fe,30 our recent results lead to the48
fascinating question of whether Fe atom exchange will also occur between aqueous Fe(II)49
and structural Fe in clay minerals.50
Fe-containing clay minerals are typically considered more resistant towards acid disso-51
lution compared to Fe(oxyhydr)oxides due to the greater stability provided by the silicate52
framework, suggesting that Fe atom exchange might be more unlikely to occur in Fe-bearing53
clay minerals. Dissolution during chemical reduction, a fast reaction for Fe(oxyhydr)oxides,3154
was also found to be negligible for Fe-bearing clay minerals,32–36 whereas during microbial55
Fe reduction small to partial clay mineral dissolution37–39 and even clay mineral transfor-56
mation have been reported.40 Here, we used an enriched isotope tracer approach, which we57
successfully applied previously to Fe oxides2,25,26 to explore whether Fe atom exchange oc-58
curs between aqueous Fe and structural Fe in clay minerals. We determined the extent of59
Fe atom exchange over the course of two months for Fe-rich clay minerals NAu–1, NAu–2,60
and SWa–1 and studied the effects of mineral structure and reaction pH value. Experiments61
were carried out at two different 57Fe enrichments of the aqueous Fe(II) isotope tracer to62




Nontronites NAu–1 (unit cell formula: Na0.53(Al0.15Mg0.02Fe1.84)(Si3.49Al0.51)O10(OH)2)
41)66
and NAu–2 (unit cell formula: Na0.36(Al0.17Mg0.03Fe1.77)(Si3.78Al0.08Fe0.15)O10(OH)2)
42), and67
ferruginous smectite SWa–1 (unit cell formula: Na0.43(Al0.54Mg0.12Fe1.34)(Si3.69Al0.31)O10(OH)2)
43)68
from the Source Clays Repository of The Clay Mineral Society (www.clays.org) were sub-69
jected to a size-fractionation (<0.5 µm, SWa–1 <2 µm) and Na+-homoionization process70
as described previously, to ensure delamination of clay mineral particles and remove any71
impurities.27 Suspension of SWa–1 was further treated by 10 min reduction with sodium72
dithionite (50 mg added to 85 mg SWa–1) at 70 ◦C in citrate-bicarbonate buffer,44 washed73
three times with anaerobic deionized water to remove aqueous Fe(II) from reduction of Fe74
oxide impurities, and reoxidized by bubbling with air for two full days to restore Fe(III) in75
SWa–145,46 (residual Fe(II)/Fe(tot) content of 0.4%). Batch experiments were carried out in76
an anaerobic glovebox (N2/H2: 93/7) and solutions were purged with N2 for at least 2 hours77
prior to transfer into a glovebox.78
A highly 57Fe-enriched Fe(II) solution was prepared by dissolving metallic 57Fe (>92%79
57Fe abundance, Isoflex, San Francisco, CA, USA) in 1 M HCl at ∼60 ◦C overnight, followed80
by dilution with deoxygenated DI water (resulting concentrations of ∼150 mM 57Fe(II), ∼0.181
M HCl). A lower 57Fe-enriched Fe(II) solution, which had a 57Fe abundance 10% higher than82
the natural 57Fe abundance (∼2.34% vs. ∼2.12%), was prepared by mixing the 57Fe-enriched83
spike with a natural abundance Fe(II) solution at a molar ratio of ca. 1:500.84
Batch reactors contained 15 mL of 25 mM MES (2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid,85
pKa 6.06
47) buffer adjusted to pH 6.00±0.05 or HEPES (N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N’-2-86
ethane-sulfonic acid, pKa 7.55
48) buffer adjusted to pH 7.50±0.05, 50 mM NaCl to provide87
constant ionic strength, and 2 mM highly 57Fe-enriched or lower 57Fe-enriched aqueous Fe(II).88
The reaction was started by adding 30.0±0.2 mg of NAu–1 or NAu–2 powder to the reactor.89
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Experiments with SWa–1 were carried out in 5 mL of 10 mM PIPES (piperazine-N,N’-bis(2-90
ethanesulfonic acid), pKa 6.8
48) buffer adjusted to pH 6.85±0.05 and reactors contained91
approximately 2 mg SWa–1 (adjusted to 1 mM structural Fe) and 1 mM lower 57Fe-enriched92
aqueous Fe(II). The resulting suspension was constantly mixed end-over-end in the dark for93
the pre-determined reaction time after which the reaction was stopped by centrifugation94
(13,000 rpm, maximum g-force 18500, 15 min). The supernatant was decanted, filtered (0.295
µm), and acidified with concentrated trace-metal grade HCl for subsequent Fe(II) and total96
Fe analysis according to the 1,10-phenanthroline method49 (NAu–1, NAu–2) or the ferrozine97
method50 (SWa–1) as well as for Fe isotope analysis. All experiments were carried out in98
triplicate (NAu–1, NAu–2) or duplicate (SWa–1) reactors.99
Fe isotope analyses100
Samples from experiments involving highly 57Fe-enriched Fe(II) solutions were analyzed us-101
ing a quadrupole inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (Q–ICP–MS, Thermo Fisher102
Scientific, X Series 2 Quadrupole) as described previously.26 Aqueous samples were diluted103
in 0.1 M trace-metal grade HCl to a total Fe concentration of ∼20 ppb and spiked with 10104
ppb 59Co as internal standard. The spectrometer was operated in collision cell mode using105
H2/ He (7/93) as collision cell gas at a flow rate of 4.2–4.5 mL/min to remove polyatomic in-106
terferences. Correction for 58Ni interferences were carried out as described in the Supporting107
Information (SI) and was usually negligible.108
Samples from experiments involving lower 57Fe-enriched Fe(II) solutions, and selected109
samples from experiments of highly 57Fe-enriched Fe(II) solutions, were analyzed using a110
multi collector ICP–MS (MC–ICP–MS, Micromass IsoProbe). Prior to isotope analysis,111
samples were purified using anion-exchange chromatography with AG-1x8 resin, 7 M HCl,112
and 0.5 M HCl51,52 (details in the SI). Purified Fe was diluted to 4 ppm in 2% HNO3 and113
high precision Fe isotope measurements were carried out using a standard-sample-bracketing114
method, against a well-characterized in-house natural abundance Fe solution. Details of115
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the analytical methods have been reported previously.2,51 Analytical uncertainty (external116
precision) for 54Fe/56Fe and 57Fe/56Fe ratios are better than 0.02%, which is sufficient to117
distinguish the variability in 57Fe abundance of samples in this study (initial difference in118
57Fe abundances between solids and solutions of ∼10%).119
In the following discussions, abundance (fraction) of an Fe isotope i is denoted as f iFe,120
which is calculated from signal intensities of all Fe isotopes measured by Q–ICP–MS (masses121
of 54, 56, 57, and 58) or measured by MC–ICP–MS (masses of 54, 56, and 57):122
f iFe =
icounts
54counts + 56counts + 57counts (+ 58counts)
(1)
A small offset (∼0.05) between Fe isotope fractions from Q–ICP–MS and MC–ICP–MS123
measurements is thus expected and will be very small due to the low natural abundance of124
58Fe (0.28%).125
Results and Discussion126
Enriched Isotope Tracer Experiment with Clay Minerals127
To trace the exchange of Fe between aqueous Fe(II) and structural Fe(III) in Fe-rich clay128
minerals (NAu–1, NAu–2), we designed an enriched isotope Fe tracer experiment in which we129
could track the movement of Fe atoms in both directions, i.e., into and out of the aqueous130
phase, as shown in Figure 1. We reacted aqueous Fe(II) enriched in 57Fe isotope (f 57Fe:131
0.901–0.928, Tables 1, 2) and depleted in 56Fe isotope (f 56Fe: 0.048–0.074, Tables 1, 2) with132
clay minerals containing Fe in its natural abundance (Q–ICP–MS measured f 57Fe: 0.0235133
and f 56Fe: 0.925). By measuring changes in the relative abundance of both 56Fe and 57Fe134
isotopes in the aqueous phase, we could track Fe atom movement from the aqueous phase135
into the clay structure (57Fe) as well as Fe atom movement from the clay structure into136
the aqueous phase (56Fe). Measuring both isotopes allows us to simultaneously trace the137
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movement of Fe atoms into and out of the clay mineral. This is particularly useful when,138
as in our case here, substantial Fe(II) sorption to the mineral surface occurs. Mass transfer139
of aqueous Fe to the mineral solids biases the solid phase isotope fraction, resulting in an140
overestimate of the extent of atom exchange.2,25,26,53141
Reaction of aqueous Fe(II) with NAu–1 resulted in significant loss of Fe(II) from solu-142
tion (91–99%) after only several hours due to the expected sorption of Fe(II) (Table 1),143
which occurred predominantly to clay mineral edge OH-groups at the experimental pH144
value of 7.5.14,16,17,27,54,55 In recent studies, we demonstrated that sorbed Fe(II) becomes145
oxidized during the electron transfer reaction to structural Fe in clay minerals and, based on146
Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy and sequential extraction, that no net Fe(II) oxidation occurred in147
the Fe(II)/clay mineral system.27,28 What was not anticipated, however, was the substantial148
and continued decrease in the fraction of aqueous 57Fe over the next six months. During the149
first 20 days, the fraction of aqueous 57Fe decreased from 0.90 to 0.71, followed by a slower150
decrease until after approximately 50 days, when the aqueous 57Fe fraction remained at a151
fairly constant value of 0.60–0.65 (Table 1, Figure 1). It is important to note that mass-152
dependent isotope fractionation factors due to sorption of Fe(II) are very small (∼ 1h),56,57153
so that uptake of Fe(II) from sorption alone would not induce any significant change in the154
57Fe fraction in the aqueous phase58 and would result only in less Fe atoms in the aqueous155
phase, but with the same fraction of each isotope. A decrease in the fraction of 57Fe indi-156
cates that aqueous 57Fe was being diluted and replaced with Fe atoms of a different isotope.157
A similar, but opposite trend was observed for the aqueous 56Fe fraction, which increased158
simultaneously with the decreasing aqueous 57Fe fraction, indicating that the aqueous phase159
was becoming enriched in 56Fe (Figure 1). As noted above, natural, mass-dependent frac-160
tionation caused by Fe(II) sorption56,57 or precipitation59–61 usually results in significantly161
smaller changes in isotope composition than observed with our highly 57Fe-enriched aqueous162
Fe(II) tracer.163
Concurrent dilution of aqueous 57Fe and enrichment of aqueous 56Fe indicates that Fe164
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atoms were moving into the clay mineral from the aqueous phase and, at the same time,165
out of the clay mineral into the aqueous phase, indicating Fe atom exchange occurred in166
both directions. The isotope fractions at complete mixing, (f iFe)eq, are represented by167
the dashed lines in Figure 1 (for calculation see SI), which shows that only partial mixing168
has occurred since neither isotope reaches the mass balance calculated complete mixing169
fractions. Although similar atom exchange has been observed between aqueous Fe(II) and Fe170
oxyhydroxides2,26,62 and Fe oxides,25,53,63 Fe mobility into and out of a clay mineral structure171
is rather surprising as Fe in clay minerals is typically regarded as structurally more stable172
and sterically protected than in Fe oxides, consistent with the known lower susceptibility of173
Fe clay minerals to reductive dissolution.35,36,39,64174
To evaluate the amount of structural Fe(III) in the clay mineral that had exchanged with175
aqueous Fe(II), we used a mass balance approach as described previously.57,58 We calculated176
the extent of Fe atom exchange in clay minerals by:177
percent clay mineral Fe exchange =
NFe(II)(f
iFe(II)iniaq − f iFe(II)taq)
N totCM(f
iFe(II)taq − f iFeiniCM)
× 100 (2)
where NFe(II) is the number of Fe(II) atoms added to solution, N
tot
CM is total amount of178
structural Fe atoms in the clay mineral, f iFe(II)taq is the measured fraction of Fe isotope i in179
solution at each time point t, and f iFeiniCM and f
iFe(II)iniaq are the measured fractions of Fe180
isotope i at the start of the experiment in the clay mineral and in solution, respectively. Here,181
we are using isotope fractions of aqueous Fe(II) as easily accessible tracers for estimating182
the extent of Fe atom exchange, although we acknowledge that for a comprehensive mass183
balance approach all Fe(II) species, including sorbed Fe(II), should be considered. Our184
recent assessment of the Fe(II)-goethite system, however, clearly shows that changes in185
isotope composition of sorbed Fe(II) suggest a greater degree of exchange than calculated186
from aqueous Fe(II) isotope fractions alone,58 and thus eq 2 provides a conservative estimate187
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of the extent of Fe atom exchange in clay minerals. Experiments are currently underway to188
further evaluate the role of different clay mineral sorbed Fe(II) species in the process of Fe189
atom exchange.190
After 3 days of reaction, roughly ∼6% of the Fe atoms in the clay mineral exchanged with191
the aqueous Fe(II) (Figure 2). The extent of exchange continued to increase to between 9.6%192
(57Fe) and 9.9% (56Fe) after 188 days (Table 1). The close agreement between the extent193
of Fe atom exchange calculated from 57Fe and 56Fe isotopes indicates that the mobility of194
Fe was both into and out of the aqueous phase. Plotting the extent of Fe atom exchange195
calculated from 56Fe versus that from 57Fe indicates an apparent stoichiometry of 1:1 (Figure196
S2 in the SI), providing compelling evidence that for each 57Fe lost from solution, presumably197
to the solid phase, one 56Fe atom moves into solution from the solid phase, consistent with198
Fe atom exchange between aqueous Fe and structural Fe in clay mineral NAu–1.199
To verify the accuracy of our results from Fe isotope measurements using Q–ICP–MS,200
we also analyzed aqueous samples from days 35, 115, and 188 by MC–ICP–MS. Fractions of201
57Fe were slightly higher and 56Fe slightly lower when analyzed with MC–ICP–MS compared202
to 57Fe and 56Fe fractions resulting from Q–ICP–MS measurements (filled markers in Figure203
1, Table S4 in the SI). The consistent small shift of 57Fe (0.032–0.085) and 56Fe (0.018–0.060)204
fraction values between the two analysis methods resulted in very good agreement of Fe atom205
exchange calculated from both data sets (compare open and filled markers in Figure 2, Table206
S4 in the SI). The close agreement of the two data sets confirms that Fe isotope fractions207
measured with Q–ICP–MS can be used reliably to monitor and quantify Fe atom exchange208
if the initial Fe isotope contrast between aqueous and mineral Fe is large (highly enriched209
isotope tracer) and, due to the non-linear approach to complete isotope mixing (equation 2),210
for extents of Fe atom exchange of less than ∼80%.211
To test whether our highly enriched tracer approach had any effect on the observed212
extent of Fe atom exchange, we additionally carried out experiments with aqueous Fe(II)213
that was enriched in 57Fe to only 10% above the natural abundance of 57Fe (f 57Fe: 0.0234,214
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Table 3). For experiments with NAu–1 at pH 6.0 and pH 7.5, we observed similar extents215
of Fe atom exchange irrespective of the initial aqueous 57Fe-enrichment (compare open and216
filled markers in Figure S4 in the SI, Tables 1–3). The excellent agreement of the two217
experimental sets suggests that the initial isotopic contrast between aqueous and mineral Fe218
does not contribute to or even cause Fe atoms to move between solid and aqueous phase,219
further validating our experimental approach.220
In previous studies we used solid phase characterization before and after reaction with221
Fe(II) to provide further evidence that Fe atom exchange occurs without solid phases changes.2,25,26,58222
In our experimental system, however, electron transfer from sorbed Fe(II) to structural Fe in223
the clay minerals leads to the formation of structural Fe(II) and an Fe precipitate,27,28 such224
that a comparison of the (Fe) solid composition before and after the isotope experiment pro-225
vides no additional evidence for Fe atom exchange between aqueous Fe(II) and structural Fe226
in clay minerals. It is important to note that the isotopic composition of the Fe precipitate227
and the initial aqueous Fe(II) is identical and, therefore, any change in isotopic composition228
of the aqueous phase Fe(II) is caused by Fe atom exchange with clay minerals and not with229
the Fe precipitate.230
Effect of pH and Clay Mineral Structure on Fe Exchange231
To test whether sorption of aqueous Fe(II) to edge OH-groups of clay mineral NAu–1 is a232
prerequisite for Fe atom exchange to occur, we carried out enriched isotope tracer experi-233
ments with NAu–1 at pH 6.0, where Fe(II) sorption to basal planes dominates.16,17,27,54,55234
Similar to the reaction of Fe(II) with NAu–1 at pH 7.5, we observed an initially fast decrease235
in 57Fe fraction and a simultaneous increase in 56Fe fraction, which plateaued after approx-236
imately 20 days (Figure S4a in the SI, Table 1). From the measured isotope fractions, we237
calculated that the extent of exchange reached 4.9–5.0% after 188 days (Table 1), which is238
lower than the extent of exchange observed at pH 7.5 but still significant given that almost239
all sorbed Fe(II) was located at the basal planes of NAu–1.27 Similar trends of decreasing240
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57Fe and increasing 56Fe fractions were observed in experiments with structurally similar241
clay mineral NAu–2 at both pH 6.0 and 7.5 (Table 2, Figure S4b in the SI), amounting to242
an extent of exchange of 13.5–13.8% at pH 6.0 and 19.3–19.4% at pH 7.5 after 188 days of243
reaction (Figure 2, Table 2). The finding of significant Fe atom exchange between aqueous244
Fe(II) and both clay minerals at low and high pH values suggests that Fe atom exchange245
occurs irrespective of whether Fe(II) was predominantly sorbed to clay mineral basal planes246
or to edge OH-groups.247
The consistently lower extent of Fe atom exchange observed at pH 6.0 compared to248
pH 7.5 suggests, however, a dependence of the extent of Fe atom exchange on the type of249
interaction of Fe(II) with clay minerals. Similar to the reaction between Fe(II) and Fe(III)250
(oxyhydr)oxides, where sorption of Fe(II) to surface OH-groups is likely the first reaction251
leading to Fe atom exchange, we propose that interaction of aqueous Fe(II) with surface252
OH-groups is crucial for Fe atom exchange to occur in clay minerals. Recent quantum253
mechanical calculations suggest a range of Fe(II)–clay mineral edge surface complexes bridged254
by hydroxyl groups are possible.30 For both clay minerals at pH 6.0, less (reactive) sorption255
of aqueous Fe(II) occurs, resulting in lower extents of Fe atom exchange at pH 6.0 than at256
pH 7.5. Additionally, we hypothesize that the extent of Fe atom exchange depends on the257
extent of electron transfer to structural Fe occurring during the reaction of aqueous Fe(II)258
with Fe-bearing clay minerals. Because Fe atom exchange was negligible when Fe oxide259
hematite was reacted with aqueous Fe(III),65 we assume that interfacial electron transfer at260
minerals is the first step in the Fe atom exchange reaction. The extent of Fe atom exchange261
between aqueous Fe(II) and clay mineral Fe(III) shows similar trends as the observed extent262
of electron transfer for the two clay minerals as well as pH values. Structural Fe reduction263
in NAu–1 was lower at pH 6.0 (2.5%) than at pH 7.5 (8.9%),27 and the extent of electron264
transfer was lower for NAu–1 at pH 7.5 than for NAu–2 at pH 7.5 (16%).28 We therefore265
suggest that the extent of Fe atom exchange in Fe-rich clay minerals may be correlated to266
the observed extent of electron transfer into the clay mineral.267
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Although the two clay minerals are structurally very similar and contain similar amounts268
of structural Fe,41,42 NAu–1 and NAu–2 exhibit significantly different extents of Fe atom269
exchange and differ in their trends of Fe atom exchange. While NAu–1 underwent less Fe270
atom exchange (5–10%, Table 1), which reached a plateau after 20 days (Figure 2), more271
extensive Fe atom exchange was observed for NAu–2 (14–19%, Table 2), which continued to272
exchange after 20 days (Figure 2). We speculate that the extent of Fe atom exchange may273
be limited due to the presence of silicate sheets enclosing and stabilizing the Fe-containing274
octahedral sheet, which may limit the extent of reductive dissolution and/or oxidative growth275
before disintegration of the clay mineral structure. The presence of tetrahedral Fe in clay276
mineral NAu–2 may facilitate Fe atom exchange beyond the extent possible for a clay mineral277
containing only octahedral Fe such as NAu–1.278
To test the hypothesis that the absence of tetrahedral Fe in Fe-rich clay minerals may279
limit the extent of Fe atom exchange, we monitored Fe atom movement between aqueous280
and solid phase for the widely studied ferruginous smectite SWa–1, which contains Fe only in281
the octahedral sheet. For the reaction around pH 7, we observed a similar trend of Fe atom282
exchange in SWa–1 and NAu–1 (Figure 2, Figure S3), with a maximum extent of Fe atom283
exchange of 10% for SWa–1 after 28 days, consistent with our hypothesis. The observed284
very close agreement is all the more surprising as SWa–1 and NAu–1 differ significantly in285
their octahedral Fe occupancy (67% and 92% of the octahedral cations are Fe, respectively),286
suggesting that Fe atom exchange is more strongly affected by the location of Fe in the287
structure of Fe-rich clay minerals compared to the effect of octahedral Fe content. However,288
the initial ratio of aqueous Fe(II) to solid Fe ratio was notably different (SWa–1 1:1; NAu–1289
1:4) as was the particle size fraction used in the experiments (SWa–1: < 2 µm; NAu-1:290
< 0.5 µm), which may both affect Fe atom exchange. Larger particles exhibit less extensive291
Fe atom exchange58 and we would expect that higher initial aqueous Fe(II) loading would292
result in higher extent of Fe atom exchange. The combination of these two opposing effects293
may possibly have led to a negligible net effect in our experiments.294
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How Does Exchange Occur?295
In our experiments, we observed Fe atom exchange ranging from only 5% in NAu–1 at pH296
6.0 up to 20% in NAu–2 at pH 7.5 (Tables 1, 2). Dynamic mixing of 20% of structural Fe297
in a clay mineral with aqueous Fe at room temperature is quite surprising and not what one298
would expect given the relative stability of these minerals. To provide some perspective on299
the extent of mixing, we used the unit cell parameters of NAu–1 and NAu–2 to estimate300
a ”depth” of particle that would need to be mobilized to account for the observed 5–20%301
mixing based on the isotope data. From the molecular formulae of NAu–1 and NAu–2,302
we calculated approximate a- and b-parameters of the dioctahedral unit cell in NAu–1 and303
NAu–2 to be a = 4.99 A˚ and b = 8.65 A˚ (calculations and illustration in the SI66). Because304
the c-parameter describes the thickness of the clay mineral platelet consisting of one Fe-305
containing octahedral sheet enclosed by two silicate tetrahedral sheets, the c-dimension is306
irrelevant for the estimation of octahedral unit cell numbers in a clay mineral particle. A clay307
mineral particle of 0.5×0.5 µm (in a- and b-direction) would thus contain approximately 588308
000 unit cells with around 3160 unit cells comprising the circumference of the clay mineral309
particle. Since Fe comprises 92% and 90% of octahedral cations in NAu–1 and NAu–2,310
respectively, we can assume for our calculation that octahedral unit cells contain only Fe311
atoms (and one octahedral vacancy each). In order for 5% of the Fe atoms to exchange, the312
equivalent of 9 unit cells would need to be mobilized, or 46–80 A˚ into the clay mineral particle,313
assuming Fe atom exchange occurred from the octahedral edge surfaces inward. However,314
for smaller particles of 0.05×0.05 µm, the penetration depth would be only 1 unit cell or315
8–14 A˚, suggesting that Fe atoms exposed directly to solution could potentially account for316
the observed 5% Fe atom exchange. In contrast, for Fe atom exchange of 10% (NAu–1, pH317
7.5) or even 20% (NAu–2, pH 7.5) to occur in 0.5×0.5 µm particles, Fe atoms in 19 (NAu–1)318
or 37 (NAu–2) unit cells inward into the clay mineral particle, corresponding to 93–116 A˚ or319
186–322 A˚, would need to have exchanged. Also for smaller particles of 0.05×0.05 µm, the320
penetration depth would be at least 2–3 unit cells, indicating that ”depth” of Fe atom mixing321
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went well beyond the Fe atom layer exposed directly to solution. Because octahedral places322
in SWa–1 are filled to only 67% with Fe, Fe atoms in even more unit cells would have to323
exchange for SWa–1 to reach the same extent of Fe atom exchange and estimates for the324
”depth” of mobilization for NAu–1 and NAu–2 are thus conservative measures for SWa–1.325
How exchange between aqueous Fe(II) and structural Fe in clay minerals occurs is an326
intriguing question. For Fe oxides and oxyhydroxides, three possible mechanisms have been327
proposed to account for the observed Fe atom exchange between aqueous and the bulk struc-328
tural Fe:1,2,25,26,53,67 Fe diffusion through mineral pores, Fe atom diffusion within the crystal329
lattice, and electron conduction connecting spatially separated oxidative growth and reduc-330
tive dissolution of the Fe mineral. In the case of goethite, solid-state Fe atom diffusion was331
ruled out as a potential mechanism to explain Fe atom mixing as the diffusion coefficients are332
very small and at room temperature millions of years would be required to observe the extent333
of Fe atom exchange that occurred over 10 days.2,67 The recent observation of nanopores in334
hematite68 suggests that internal mineral surfaces might be accessible for reaction with dis-335
solved Fe(II)69,70 and thus available for Fe atom exchange between aqueous and solid phase.71336
A mechanism of Fe atom exchange involving pore diffusion, however, is difficult to recon-337
cile with the surface-site specific morphological changes observed during Fe(II)-catalyzed338
recrystallization of hematite,1 as well as the absence of any morphological changes in the339
case of goethite.2 At this time, the most plausible mechanism involves conduction through340
the bulk mineral linking spatially separated sites as demonstrated for large hematite crys-341
tals.1 Based on the observed bulk electron conduction in hematite and extensive Fe atom342
mixing between aqueous Fe(II) and Fe(III) in goethite, we have proposed a ”redox-driven343
conveyor belt” model for the Fe(II)-catalyzed recrystallization of Fe (oxyhydr)oxides. The344
model involves oxidative sorption of Fe(II) to one surface of the Fe (oxyhydr)oxide followed345
by electron transfer to Fe(III) in the Fe (oxyhydr)oxide and bulk conduction through the Fe346
(oxyhydr)oxide lattice, leading to reductive dissolution at a spatially different surface of the347
Fe (oxyhydr)oxide.2 In the case of magnetite, this bulk conduction model may also account348
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in part or in full for the observed Fe atom exchange. The presence of structural vacancies349
in magnetite, however, together with calculated Fe atom diffusion on the order of hours to350
days, make Fe atom diffusion a similarly plausible mechanism.25351
For delaminated clay minerals as in our experiments, the presence of mineral pores is352
unlikely because individual phyllosilicate layers are only 4.3–6.5 A˚ in height,66 suggesting353
that an Fe exchange mechanism based on pore diffusion is improbable. Proton diffusion in354
clay minerals has been studied at high temperatures72 and extrapolation to temperatures355
lower than 100 ◦C gave estimates for the diffusion coefficient at room temperature ranging356
between 10−19 cm2 s−1 for montmorillonite to 10−21 cm2 s−1 for kaolinite.73 Assuming, for357
the moment, that the diffusion coefficient of Fe cations is of similar magnitude in our clay358
minerals as well, we estimate that the time to reach 10% and 20% Fe atom exchange in359
0.5 µm particles is 3 months to 80 years (10%) and 1–328 years (20%) whereas for 0.05 µm360
particles the timescale is 1 day to 7 months (10%) and 3 days to 2 years (20%) (Figure S5,361
Table S2). The wide range of estimated time spans makes it difficult to assess the viability of362
Fe atom diffusion as a possible mechanism. However, Fe diffusion coefficients in nontronite363
are likely to be much smaller than those of protons because of larger size, mass, and charge.364
While in the absence of measured values a diffusion mechanism cannot be eliminated, it is a365
highly unlikely explanation for the observed atom exchange behavior in our system.366
Results from a recent molecular modeling study provide some support for conduction367
as a viable mechanism. Specifically, the Fe(II)-to-Fe(III) electron hopping frequency within368
the octahedral sheet of nontronites was found to be significant at room temperature (105369
s−1).29 From the one dimensional random walk model,74 this equates to an electron diffusion370
coefficient of approximately 10−11 cm2 s−1, many orders of magnitude larger than the Fe371
cation diffusion coefficients discussed above. Using this diffusion coefficient, an electron372
hopping along the Fe-containing octahedral sheet of nontronite could travel the width of the373
0.5 µm clay mineral particles in about four minutes in our experiments. Because the length374
of 0.5 µm is the upper limit for our size-fractionated clay minerals (NAu–1, NAu–2), shorter375
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distances between sites along edges are more probable.376
Electrons injected by sorbed Fe(II), likely mediated by bridging OH-groups at particle377
edges,27,30 would contribute to atom mixing by oxidative addition of aqueous Fe. The in-378
jected electrons would then travel within the octahedral sheet and lead to partner reductive379
dissolution of remote octahedral Fe close to energetically predisposed clay mineral edge sur-380
faces, resulting in the 1:1 Fe atom mixing observed in our experiments. Thus, bulk electron381
conduction through the octahedral sheet appears to be a plausible mechanism to connect382
Fe(II) oxidation at one surface site of clay minerals NAu–1 and NAu–2 with reductive dis-383
solution of structural Fe(III) at a spatially separated surface, within the time frame of our384
experiments.385
Environmental Implications of Fe Mixing in Clay Minerals386
Our finding of significant Fe atom exchange between aqueous Fe and structural Fe in clay387
minerals at room temperature indicates that Fe in clay minerals is more labile than previously388
thought.32–36 With up to one fifth of structural Fe in a clay mineral exchanging with the389
aqueous phase without disintegration of the clay mineral structure, we need to rethink how390
Fe mobility affects the macroscopic properties of Fe-bearing phyllosilicates. For example, the391
macroscopic stability of clay minerals compared to Fe (oxyhyrd)oxides has led to wide-spread392
use of clay minerals in containment applications such as liner material for landfills75,76 or in393
nuclear repositories.77–79394
For confinement purposes, the crucial properties of clay mineral lining or backfill ma-395
terial are low hydraulic conductivity as well as high cation exchange capacities,76–78 which396
are strongly affected by the redox state of structural Fe in clay minerals.36,39,80–83 In land-397
fill or nuclear repository settings, clay minerals are exposed to reducing conditions and398
the seepage water often also contains Fe(II) that is produced from reductive dissolution of399
Fe(oxyhydr)oxides or corrosion of storage steel canisters, conditions that are similar to those400
tested in our experiments. Consequently, we expect that Fe atom exchange also occurs in401
16
Fe-bearing clay minerals in landfill liners or nuclear repositories, rendering the phyllosilicate402
framework less stable on a microscopic level and possibly leading to altered hydraulic con-403
ductivity as well as cation exchange properties. These changes may result in deteriorating404
containment of stored waste and increased leakage.405
Our finding of Fe mobility between aqueous phase and clay minerals also has implications406
well beyond current day environmental concerns. For example, the cycling of Fe in Fe-bearing407
clay minerals raises the question of whether Fe-bearing clay minerals’ isotopic signatures can408
be used to interpret the ancient rock record since their isotopic signature may be altered409
by changes in redox conditions. Fe(II)-containing clay minerals have also been suggested to410
play a role in the origin of life.84,85 For example, a recent study emphasized the predominant411
formation of Fe-rich clay minerals such as nontronite during the cooling of early earth’s412
crust and suggested that, due to the absence of oxygen in early earth’s atmosphere, Fe(II)-413
containing clay minerals may have determined the reactivity at the mineral-water interface.86414
It has been hypothesized that the reactive surfaces of clay minerals may have acted as415
templates and reactive catalysts for pre-biotic molecule synthesis during earth’s early history,416
and perhaps the dynamic exchange of Fe observed here played some role in their ability to417
catalyze or template pre-biotic molecules in primordial times.418
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Figure 1: Fractions of 57Fe (black) and 56Fe (red) in the aqueous phase at pH 7.5 during the
reaction of aqueous Fe(II) enriched in 57Fe and depleted in 56Fe with clay mineral NAu–1
containing 57Fe and 56Fe in their natural abundance. Good agreement of isotope measure-
ments with a quadrupole inductively coupled mass spectrometer (Q–ICP–MS, open markers)
and with a multi-collector ICP–MS (MC–ICP–MS, filled markers) were achieved. Dashed
lines indicate the calculated isotope equilibrium fraction for 57Fe (black) and 56Fe (red). For
calculation of the dashed lines representing the Fe isotope fractions at isotopic equilibrium























 NAu-1, pH 6.0
 NAu-1, pH 7.5
 NAu-2, pH 6.0
 NAu-2, pH 7.5
 SWa-1, pH 6.9
Figure 2: Extent of Fe isotope exchange between aqueous Fe(II) and structural Fe in clay
minerals NAu–1 (black squares) and NAu–2 (red circles) at pH 6.0 (dashed line) and pH
7.5 (solid line), and in clay mineral SWa–1 at pH 6.9 (blue triangles), calculated from aque-
ous phase 57Fe according to equation 2. Fe atom exchange was calculated from isotope
fractions measured with a quadrupole inductively coupled mass spectrometer (Q–ICP–MS,
open markers) and with a multi-collector ICP–MS (MC–ICP–MS, filled markers). Exper-
iments were carried out with aqueous Fe(II) highly enriched in 57Fe (NAu–1, NAu–2) and
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